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Abstract
This paper describes tongue rest position differences
between L1 speakers and L2 speakers. To collect data,
we used electromagnetic articulometry (EMA). The
tongue is hydrostatic, so to help control it, we often
brace it against our teeth. This lateral tongue bracing
is important for articulatory modelling. The amount
of lateral tongue bracing in a given language is part
of that language’s articulatory setting, and that can be
seen through rest position, which differs across lan-
guages. This kind of research have been done using
acoustics and midsagittal views of the vocal tract, but
not much focus has been placed on the coronal view.
We hypothesize that the rest position of L2 speakers of
English is different from that of L1 speakers, and we
analyzed the coronal view of the tongue. We believe
that if L2 speakers can make their tongue rest like L1
speakers, it would contribute to improving their En-
glish pronunciation. We collected EMA point-tracking
data from three native speakers of North American En-
glish and looked at the movement of a lateral tongue
marker. Also we analyzed three L2 English speakers
(one Spanish and two Japanese), and compared their
data to that of the native speakers. Our initial results
show that L2 speakers use inefficient rest positions,
when considering where the sides of the tongue should
be to produce the sounds of English.

1 Introduction
Lateral tongue bracing (against the teeth and palate)
is an important part of pronunciation and articulatory
modelling [1] [5].

The amount of tongue bracing differs across lan-
guages, so understanding these differences would be
a key to L2 learning/modelling. It would certainly be
beneficial for pedagogical purposes and for greater un-
derstanding of the underlying articulatory setting of a
language [2] [6] [7].

The tongue is a muscular hydrostat, and it changes
shape like a water balloon. If you press one part of the
tongue, it must bulge in another part. So, if differences
in the rest position of the tongue can be seen in the

midsagittal plane, then they should be apparent in the
coronal plane as well.

There are three types of rest position: Pre-speech
posture [3], inter-speech posture [6], and absolute rest
position [4]. We analyzed two main rest positions
“Pre-speech posture and “Inter-speech posture (ISP)”.
Pre-speech is a condition of being ready to speak, but
not saying anything yet. ISP is a condition of rest
between sentences. In addition, there is absolute rest
position, another kind of rest position which is recog-
nized in the phonetics field. This is a condition which
is not before speech, but instead is for breathing. So,
this rest position is not directly related to speech. So, in
this research, we did not analyze absolute rest position.

2 Method

2.1 Participants
We collected data from 6 participants (three L1 and
three L2). The three L1 English speakers are: E1
(male, Canadian), E2 (male, American) and E3 (male,
American).

As for the three L2 English speakers, they are:
S1 (female, L1 Spanish, L2 English), J1 (male, L1
Japanese, L2 English) and J2 (female, L1 Japanese, L2
English).

S1 can speak English as well as a native English
speaker, and her pronunciation is almost native-like.
When we collected data from the L2 speakers, we also
obtained their native language samples in order to com-
pare their L1 and L2 articulation.

2.2 Stimuli
As stimuli, we chose the nursery rhymeMary had a
Little Lamb, because of the prevalence of words with
/l/ and /r/ phonemes. Japanese people have difficulty
to distinguish/l/ and/r/ phonemes. So, we chose these
stimuli to get clear characteristics of Japanese partici-
pants versus others.

Mary had a little lamb, little lamb, little
lamb. Mary had a little lamb. Its fleece
was white as snow. Everywhere that Mary
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went, Mary went, Mary went, everywhere
that Mary went, the lamb was sure to go.

Figure 1: Carstens AG500 EMA for data collection

2.3 Apparatus

We collected data by using with Carstens AG500 3D
Electromagnetic Articulometer (EMA). You can see
that in “Figure 1”. To analyze the tracked 3D data, we
used MATLAB (Numerical software). Then we must
not put metals around the EMA. We calculated mean
and standard deviation of local markers.

2.4 Data Collection

We collected these data in JAIST (Japan Advanced In-
stitute of Science and Technology). Then put on 12
sensors (4 on the tongue, 2 on the incisors, 2 on the
lips, 1 on the chin, 1 on the nose, and 2 behind the
ears) on participant’s head. These sensors were put on
participant’s head and vocal tract with glue which is
safe for health (you can see that in “Figure 2”).

Sensor movements were expressed in a coordinate
space that was relative to the bite plane. Bite plane’s
axis let us know exact 3D data as a origin. Also to ob-
tain exact data, palate trace was done from tongue tip
sensor. The size of palate is different from a partici-
pant to another. So, examined these extra samples to
take individual body size into consideration.

Data of J1 is less than the other participants because
we couldn’t obtain that part.

2.5 Data Analysis
EMA track data was analyzed using Mview, a MAT-
LAB based program written by Mark Tiede (Haskins
Laboratories). Using that, we analyzed coronal axis
data. You can see that in “Figure 3”.

Figure 2: Location of side tongue sensor

Figure 3: Image of analysis using “Mview”

3 Results
In this research, we got two orders of Pre-speech and
ISP (switching relative position) in both of case for L1
and L2. But more than that, we noticed interesting
point. It is about difference of distance between from
Pre-speech to ISP.

Three L1 English speaker’s both of two tongue rest
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positions are close (As you can see in “Figure 4 ”, “Fig-
ure 5 ”,“Figure 6 ”). On the other hand, as for L2 (in-
clude S1), distances are NOT so close (As you can see
in “Figure 7 ”, “Figure 8”,“Figure 9”). We expect L2
participants use the speech rest posture from their na-
tive language when they speak English. And it must
be fact of affecting of foreign accent. From these re-
sults, we could say L1’s tongue rest position is ideal for
speak English (because they don’t any efficient move).
As for L2, there is too much moving compared with
L1 when speak English.

We think this gap is very possible as one of the fact
of difficulty to pronounce English for L2 speakers.In
this experiment, there exist some noises in our data.
For example, it is irregular spike. It is impossible be-
cause human being can’t move tongue so sharply. So,
we eliminated these noises to obtain reliability.

And we recognize we have analyzed too few sam-
ples of data to declare pattern and characteristics. So
as a next step, we would like to analyze much more
data in order to obtain more statistical exact results.

4 Discussion and Conclusions
Actually, about tongue rest position was not main fo-
cus of research at first. But eventually, we found out
more interesting result. As for L1 English speakers,
the side tongue sensor speech rest position (in the coro-
nal plane) is in the middle of its range of movement for
speech.

On the other hand, as for L2 speakers, though, the
sensor speech rest positions more medial (i.e. less lat-
eral) than its position during L2 English speech.

It is possible that the L2 participants are using the
speech rest posture from their native language when
speaking English, and this must contribute to their for-
eign accent.

One limitation of this study is that the lateral tongue
sensor does not show direct lateral bracing against the
teeth/palate. So, we have a plan to collect more data
to prove our suppose. So that we’ll collect more data
of participants who have many kinds of background
(Mother language, gender)

Also we should think about not only mean but also
distribution. We collected samples more than 5 tri-
als per each of particpants. It seems that L2 partici-
pants have scattering characteristic. That is probably
because it is not enough experience for L2 participant
to get used to speak English.

On the other hand, distribution of L1 participant’s

phonemes are relatively close together. L1 participant
can speak English smoothly so that each of trials are
not so different. And we can focus on one sound. It
probably exist the word which tend to get scattered.
We expect distribution of tongue rest position would
imply what we haven’t found out yet.

We think this gap is one of the fact of difficulty to
pronounce English for L2 speakers. It is possible when
L2 participants speaks their native language, tongue
movement decrease from the case when they speak En-
glish.
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Figure 4: Location of side tongue sensor for E1

Figure 5: Location of side tongue sensor for E2
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Figure 6: Location of side tongue sensor for E3

Figure 7: Location of side tongue sensor for S1
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Figure 8: Location of side tongue sensor for J1

Figure 9: Location of side tongue sensor for J2


